
CURRENCIES – The US$ dollar index 
traded as high as 105.00 today, levels not 
seen since Dec.’02 so it’s not surprising 
to see bullish sentiment reaching 
extremes as inf lationary expectations 
remain elevated. Levels have now 
reached upside targets in completing the 
dollar’s five wave uptrend that began 
from the Jan.’21 low – yes, it could 
stretch just a little higher but looking 
at the other major G10 currency pairs, 
there’s already good reason behind 
this week’s extremes ending current 
trends. The Euro/US$ traded down to 
1.0350 and it too has reached minimum 

end – second, a corrective upswing has 
begun X waves from Thursday’s lows 
and these can last several weeks whilst 
upside targets are between 10-12% per 
cent. It’s unlikely the zig zag declines into 
Thursday’s lows represent the end of this 
year’s correction because the FTSE-100 
and ASX-200 indices are still engaged 
within expanding f lat corrections from 
this year’s highs – whilst U.S. indices 
were finishing zig zags into Thursday’s 
lows, these indices were still trading 
above their March lows, pulling a little 
lower in sync, but preparing to resume B 
wave rallies from March’s lows targeting 

marginal higher-highs. They too are set 
to develop higher to complete those B 
waves towards targets around 11% per 
cent above current levels – but upon 
completion, they will begin sustained 
declines as wave C of the expanding 
f lat pattern, pulling prices significantly 
lower through to October/year-end. This 
phase begins secondary zig zag declines 
for the major indices. These pattern and 
amplitude differences form unique paths 
for each index although their positive 
sync helps to map the extent of this next 
upside rally and the depth of the next 
declines.       

Summary

STOCK INDICES – The major U.S. 
indices completed five wave downswings 
from their late-March highs into 
Thursday’s lows. In doing so, they’ve 
also ended larger degree 5-3-5 sequences 
from their respective November/
January highs which adhere to Fibonacci 
proportionality, measuring as corrective 
a-b-c zig zags. If that’s so, then we can 
discern two things – first, declines from 
those November/January highs have 
ended single zig zags within developing 
double zig zags, part of a sustained 
correction that is expected to continue 
for several months, into October or year-
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Elliott Wave pattern requirements for 
ending its entire decline that began 
from 1.2350 – Stlg/US$ traded down to 
1.2157 this week, again, showing signs 
of bottoming, ending its counter-trend 
decline from 1.4249. US$/Yen is topping 
out at 131.34 max. 133.19+/- whilst the 
commodity currencies, US$/CAD has 
ended its counter-trend upswing from 
last June’s ’21 low of 1.2007 into this 
week’s high of 1.3077 – AUD/US$ has 
just completed its counter-trend decline 
from last year’s high of 0.8008 into 
today’s low of 0.6828. Watch for further 
confirmation this coming week.    
    
INTEREST RATES – The US10yr yield 
has slipped lower, away from this month’s 
peak of 3.203 following last week’s 
Federal Reserve rate hike and this week’s 
latest headline CPI inflation data that 
came through at another elevated level of 
8.3% per cent. That may seem surprising 
as background confirmation that the Fed 
is actively hiking rates with inflation 
expectations still rising would ordinarily 
translate into higher yields not lower. So 
why are yields declining? Markets are 
forward looking and they’re trading as 

if most of the rate rise is already priced-
in. Furthermore, persistent inf lation and 
interest rate trends are causing fears of 
a U.S. recession, attracting safe-haven 
bond buying as stock markets adjust to the 
downside. But stocks have just bottomed, 
at least for now, and have begun a 10-
12% per cent rally. Could that send the 
US10yr yield higher? Probably not, at 
least from an EW perspective. March’s 
advance from 1.680 is the finalising 
sequence of the diagonal’s uptrend 
that began from the pandemic low – in 
Europe, the DE10yr yield has completed 
a 3rd-of-3rd wave uptrend within the five 
wave impulse pattern developing from 
the pandemic low at this month’s high of 
1.188. So far, only an intra-hourly three 
wave sequence is visible in the decline 
from that high into Thursday’s low of 
0.834 – this low will need to be broken 
in order to validate a deeper, multi-month 
4th wave correction has begun.  

COMMODITIES – Precious metals 
remained under pressure this week as rising 
inflationary expectations were fanned by the 
latest headline CPI data and a stronger US$ 
dollar. One thing we’ve learnt recently is that 

gold is not acting as an inflation-hedge nor 
as a safe-haven. And its this realisation from 
investors that has caused a reality check with 
long-liquidation pulling prices lower during 
the last month. Silver has underperformed 
gold over the last month, widening the gold/
silver ratio from 1:78 to 1:88 this week. This 
has occurred whilst silver has hit downside 
targets of 20.60+/-, trading down to 20.44 
today but closing higher at 21.14. This 
means that gold is bottoming too, at today’s 
low of 1800.00 with downside risk to max. 
1787.00+/-. The outlook for both gold and 
silver now turn bullish at a juncture where 
the US$ dollar index is heading into a 
synchronous peak. New uptrends are likely 
to last the next year or two resulting in record 
highs. In the Energy markets, Crude oil is 
responding higher as stock markets bottom 
whilst beginning counter-trend rallies that 
are expected to last the next several weeks. 
Crude oil’s most bullish wave count would 
allow this risk-on, positive-correlation to 
push prices as high as 126.90+/- although 
failing to break above March’s high of 
130.50. 
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FIG 1   S&P 500 E-MINI – DAILY - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – [setting the scene neW!] – This daily (futures) 
chart of the S&P 500 shows the initial progress of intermediate wave 
(5)’s uptrend within the secular-bull market uptrend. It begins from 
the pandemic low of 2174.00 as minor wave i. one, unfolding into an 
a-b-c zig zag pattern. This zig zag confirms wave (5) will ultimately 
unfold into a five wave diagonal-impulse pattern rather than a more 
typical expanding-impulse because zig zags are the component 
impulse waves of ending-type diagonals. Specifically, extending 
minute wave a’s initial five wave advance from 2174.00 into the 
Sep.’20 high of 3587.00 by a fib. 61.8% ratio projects the terminal high 
for the next five wave advance of minute wave c towards 4887.97+/-. 
The actual high was in January, at 4808.25 – close enough to verify 
the zig zag’s completion. There’s also another fib-price-ratio forming 
a convergence-matrix within the five wave impulse of minute 
wave c – subdividing [i]-[ii]-[iii]-[iv]-[v], a fib. 61.8% extension ratio 
of waves [i]-(iv) project a high for wave [v] to 1795.00+/-. These two 
convergent ratios go a long way in confirming the completion of the 
zig zag pattern of minor wave i. one. Looking ahead, wave ii. two’s 
correction had originally a ‘default’ downside objective towards 
the fib. 76.4% retracement area of 2622.00+/-. This deep correction 
is consistent within the larger ending/contracting-diagonal pattern 
of intermediate wave (5). Wave ii. two was also originally draws 
unfolding into a ‘default’ zig zag – but recent action, ending an initial 
a-b-c zig zag decline to 3855.00 suggests wave ii. two will ultimately 
develop into a double zig zag pattern a-b-c-x-a-b-c whilst ending 
towards the fib. 61.8% ret. area instead, around 2942.00+/-. Extending 
the first zig zag by a fib. 123.6% ratio is confirming this downside 
target sometime towards year-end. A deep, ongoing correction as 
minor wave ii. two is consistent for the Dow Jones, Russell 2000, 
Nasdaq 100 and many other indices across varying sectors.

S&P 500 E-Mini – DAILY - COUNT #1
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FIG 2   S&P 500 E-MINI – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Thursday’s email update alert recounted 
the more recent decline from last week’s Fed rate hike 
high as a five wave impulse pattern ending overnight at 
3855.00. Placed into context, this became the 5th wave, i.e. 
wave [v] within the larger expanding-impulse pattern 
unfolding from the late-March high of 4631.00. Labelled 
[i]-[ii]-[iii]-[iv]-[v], extending waves [i]-[iv] by a fib. 161.8% 
ratio projected a maximum low for wave [v] towards 
3821.00. Interestingly though, a more accurate fib-price-
ratio formed support at 3860.15+/- by extending January’s 
diagonal pattern from 4808.25 to February’s low of 4101.75 
by a fib. 38.2% ratio. This of course is the measurement for 
a zig zag – this suggests the entire decline from 4808.25 
has just finished an a-b-c zig zag. Viewed in isolation, 
you’d think this has ended a correction and the dominant 
uptrend will now continue, resulting in new higher-highs. 
But when compared to other global indices, specifically, the 
FTSE-100 and ASX-200, there’s god reason to expect this zig 
zag as only the first in an ongoing double zig zag decline – 
that’s certainly consistent with the idea that minor wave ii. 
two’s correction has far deeper declines ahead (see fig #1). 
The advance from Thursday’s low begins minute wave x 
– a default fib. 50% retracement target towards 4309.00+/- 
is consistent with the corresponding upside targets of the 
FTSE-100 and ASX-200. 

S&P 500 E-Mini – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1
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FIG 3   DOW JONES 30 – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Thursday’s low ended a five wave 
impulse decline from the late-March high for the S&P, 
Russell and Nasdaq but this is difficult if not impossible to 
see for the Dow. The main problem is the Dow’s counter-
trend rally from February’s low ended later, in mid-April 
at 35413 so it’s missing its corresponding 1st and 2nd waves 
in the decline that ended yesterday to 31148 – only three 
waves are visible. Without too much scrutiny, this can still 
be labelled as ending a minute degree a-b-c zig zag from 
January’s high of 36832 although we can’t ignore this three 
wave sequence between 35413-31148. It’s possible this is an 
(a)-(b)-(c) zig zag as shown in alternate red text – if so, this 
would become wave [b] within an [a]-[b]-[c], 3-3-5 running 
flat pattern for minute wave b, relocating this from 35413 
to current upside targets of 34550+/-. Either way, whether 
this current advance has begun minute wave x or wave [c], 
upside targets are about the same, towards 34550+/- during 
the next several weeks. 

DOW JONES 30 – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1
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FIG 4   RUSSELL 2000 – 480 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – In recent months, the Russell’s decline 
from last November’s high of 2460.80 has been labelled 
as unfolding into a double or triple zig zag pattern for 
minor wave ii. two. The first a-b-c zig zag ended into the 
late-January low of 1892.40 with wave x finishing as an 
expanding flat into the late-March high of 2137.10. The next 
five wave decline into yesterday’s low of 1698.30 completed 
minute wave a of the secondary zig zag. That would allow 
a modest rally for wave b now, ending below the late-March 
high of 2137.10. Whilst this wave count remains possible, its 
also possible to label the entire decline from November’s 
high as a completed five wave impulse pattern to 1698.30. 
This would simplify the ongoing corrective decline of minor 
wave ii. two whilst allowing a more comparable corrective 
rally to begin from Thursday’s low. This correction would be 
measured from November’s high, not from the late-March 
high, just the same as from corresponding highs in the S&P 
etc. This would mean the current advance is minute wave b 
targeting fib. 50% ret. areas around 2035.50+/-. 

RUSSELL 2000 – 480 MINS. - COUNT #1
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FIG 5   NASDAq 100 – 480 MINS. - COUNT #1 

EW-ANALYSIS – Thursday’s email update alert recounted 
the more recent decline from last week’s Fed rate hike high 
as a five wave impulse pattern ending overnight at 1689.00. 
Placed into context, this became the 5th wave, i.e. wave [v] 
within the larger expanding-impulse pattern unfolding 
from the late-March high of 15268.75. Labelled [i]-[ii]-[iii]-
[iv]-[v], extending waves [i] by a fib. 161.8% ratio projected 
a maximum low for wave [v] towards 11561.00. A fib-price-
ratio convergence-matrix has also formed around this low, 
at 11561.00+/-. This is derived by extending minute wave 
a’s decline between 16767.50 to 12942.50 (included wave [b] 
low) by a fib. 38.2% ratio. This of course is the measurement 
for a zig zag – this suggests the entire decline from 16767.50 
has just finished an a-b-c zig zag. Viewed in isolation, 
you’d think this has ended a correction and the dominant 
uptrend will now continue, resulting in new higher-highs. 
But when compared to other global indices, specifically, the 
FTSE-100 and ASX-200, there’s god reason to expect this zig 
zag as only the first in an ongoing double zig zag decline 
– that’s certainly consistent with the idea that minor wave 
ii. two’s correction has far deeper declines ahead (see S&P 
daily chart in fig #1). The advance from Thursday’s low 
begins minute wave x – a default fib. 50% retracement target 
towards 14002.00+/- is consistent with the corresponding 
upside targets of the FTSE-100 and ASX-200.

NASDAQ 100 – 480 MINS. - COUNT #1 
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FIG 6  EUROSTOXX 50 – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – It was certainly noticeable that the 
Eurostoxx 50 held above the early-May low of 3466.00 
during this week’s aggressive sell-off in U.S. indices. Now 
that the S&P 500, Nasdaq 100 etc. have hit bottom, at least 
for now with gains of around 11% per cent expected over 
the next several weeks, we adopt a previous wave count 
for the Eurostoxx 50 which shows primary wave Ⓧ in 
continued upside progress from the early-March low of 
3380.00. Primary wave Ⓧ’s rally from 3380.00 initially 
unfolded into an intermediate degree (A)-(B)-(C) zig zag 
ending into the mid-March high of 3931.50. Wave (X)’s 
correction wasn’t obvious but is best labelled as a complex 
double-three wave pattern, a-b-c-x-a-b-c, or expanding 
flat-x-zig zag. This explains why the decline from the 
late-March high of 3944.00 unfolded down to 3466.00 into 
an overlapping five wave sequence – it didn’t confirm to 
a leading diagonal because the boundary lines were too 
oblique – it had to be part of a corrective pattern, the 
completion of a corrective pattern with bullish divergence 
relative to those U.S. indices. A secondary (A)-(B)-(C) zig 
zag advance is now underway and comparable to the 
expected percentage gains in U.S. induces – targets towards 
4090.00+/- derived by extending the first (A)-(B)-(C) zig zag 
by a fib. 23.6% ratio.  

EUROSTOXX 50 – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1
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FIG 7   XETRA DAX 30  – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – It was certainly noticeable that the Xetra 
Dax held above the early-May low of 13272.00 during this 
week’s aggressive sell-off in U.S. indices. Now that the 
S&P 500, Nasdaq 100 etc. have hit bottom, at least for now 
with gains of around 11% per cent expected over the next 
several weeks, we adopt a previous wave count for the Dax 
which shows minor wave x. in continued upside progress 
from the early-March low of 12425.00. Minor wave x.’s 
rally from 12425.00 initially unfolded into a minute degree 
a-b-c zig zag ending into the late-March high of 14945.00. 
Wave x’s correction wasn’t obvious but is best labelled 
as an [a]-[b]-[c] zig zag with wave [b] as a hybrid three-
sequence triangle pattern. This explains why the decline 
from the late-March high of 14945.00 unfolded down to 
13272.00 into an overlapping five wave sequence – it didn’t 
confirm to a leading diagonal because the boundary 
lines were too oblique – it had to be part of a corrective 
pattern, the completion of a corrective pattern with bullish 
divergence relative to those U.S. indices. A secondary a-b-c 
zig zag advance is now underway and comparable to the 
expected percentage gains in U.S. indices – targets towards 
15611.00+/- derived by extending the first a-b-c zig zag by 
a fib. 23.6% ratio.

XETRA DAX 30  – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1
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FIG 8   HANG SENG - DAILY -  COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The Shanghai Composite index has 
declined from the early-April high of 3290.25 into only 
a three wave sequence into the late-April low of 2863.80 
when ordinarily, a five wave sequence would be necessary 
to complete this corrective decline that began from the 
Feb.’21 high. Therefore, it’s still possible for it to decline 
slightly below 2863.80 before beginning a new multi-year 
uptrend although any immediate break above 3290.25 
would otherwise confirm the low and a new uptrend 
underway (see Wednesday’s report for latest chart). Meanwhile, 
the Hang Seng has already bottomed last March, ending 
its comparable corrective downswing that began from the 
Jan.’18 high into the 18134 low. A new multi-year uptrend 
has begun with an initial five wave impulse advance, 
ending late-March at 22210. Since then, a rather complex 
corrective dip has unfolded – on further examination, last 
week’s low at 19063 looks as though it has completed a deep 
2nd wave correction in the form of a complex double-three 
pattern, [a]-[b]-[c]-[x]-[a]-[b]-[c], expanding-flat-[x]-zig zag to 
19063 – a new 3rd wave uptrend is about to begin – this 
should easily extend far above the 1st wave high of 22210 – 
min. targets towards 28341+/-. 

HANG SENG - DAILY -  COUNT #1
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FIG 9   INDIA CNX NIFTY 50 – DAILY -  COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The Nifty 50 is struggling to gain any 
upside momentum even though it is ending a five wave 
impulse decline that began from the early-April high of 
18229.50 as sub-minuette wave (i). Initial downside targets 
were towards 16056.00+/- but this has been exceeded 
to 15697.50 trading Thursday. This extended decline 
means the 5th wave, labelled micro wave [5] becomes the 
‘extended’ wave sequence within the impulse of wave (i). 
It may extend a little further, towards revised targets of 
15588.00+/- derived by extending waves [1]-[3] by a fib. 
100% ratio prior to ending wave (i) then beginning wave 
(ii)’s upward correction. A fib. 50% correction as wave (ii) 
would push levels back towards resistance at ‘fourth wave 
preceding degree’ at 16853.00+/- during the next several 
weeks. 

INDIA CNX NIFTY 50 – DAILY -  COUNT #1
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FIG 10   NIkkEI 225 – DAILY - COUNT #1  

EW-ANALYSIS – The Nikkei’s advance from the early-
March low of 24510 has unfolded into a five wave impulse 
pattern ending at 28455 late that month. This is currently 
labelled as minute wave a within a developing a-b-c zig 
zag rally for minor wave x. Wave b’s corrective downswing 
has just completed into Thursday’s low of 25555 with wave 
c’s next impulse advance now underway. Extending wave 
a by a fib. 23.6% ratio projects a terminal high for wave c 
towards 29475+/-. That’s about a 15% per cent rally from 
the low, or 11% per cent from current levels. This zig zag 
matches the same pattern as those of the FTSE-100 (see 
Wednesday’s report) and the ASX-200 and it also matches 
a similar percentage upswing. Once wave x. completes 
towards 29475+-, sometime during the next several weeks, 
a secondary zig zag decline continues intermediate wave 
(2)’s decline – ultimate targets remain towards 21315+/- 
although much later this year.  

NIKKEI 225 – DAILY - COUNT #1  
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FIG 11   ASX 200  – DAILY - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Having seen U.S. indices end zig 
zag patterns from their November/January highs into 
yesterday’s (Thursday’s) lows, it now seems inevitable the 
ASX 200 will push strongly higher over the next several 
weeks to new higher-highs. Thursday’s low at 6869.00 ended 
a SHORT-TERM zig zag downswing from April’s high of 
7599.00 but as intermediate wave (X) within a developing 
double zig zag advance that began from January’s low 
of 6657.00. This entire double zig zag is primary wave Ⓑ 
within cycle wave B’s expanding flat correction – extending 
primary wave Ⓐ’s initial decline between 7561.00 to 6657.00 
by a fib. 23.6% ratio projects primary wave Ⓑ towards a 
high of 7790.00+/-. Also, if the first intermediate degree (A)-
(B)-(C) zig zag of primary wave Ⓑ’s advance is extended 
by a fib. 23.6% ratio, then targets for the secondary zig 
zag are a little higher towards 7840.00+/-. Both are good. 
What is special about the ASX 200 is that it tells us to 
expect primary wave Ⓒ’s decline afterwards – that’s really 
important when building an ongoing wave count for the 
likes of the S&P 500 etc. It tells us the S&P’s decline from 
January’s high isn’t over yet, despite a SHORTER-TERM 
rally beginning from Thursday’s low. 

ASX 200  – DAILY - COUNT #1
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FIG 12   US$-INDEX – DAILY - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Yesterday’s U.S. stock market sell-off 
had the characteristics of an exhaustion low marking the 
completion of declines since late-March. It wouldn’t be 
surprising to see the dollar complete its entire five wave 
impulse advance from January’s ’21 low of 89.21 timed to 
current levels with stock markets. Just one snag – the final 
advance as wave [v] from 102.35 hasn’t yet unfolded higher 
into a required, SHORT-TERM five wave pattern – so far, 
only three waves are visible into today’s high of 105.00. 
Ideally, a slight correction unfolds no lower than 104.18 
then turning around and heading higher would complete 
the satisfactory sequences of wave [v] prior to ending the 
uptrend. Stranger things have happened though – several 
other currency pairs, specifically the US$/CAD and AUD/
US$ have fulfilled corresponding pattern requirements 
that end their counter-trends from last year’s respective 
lows/highs. And so it wouldn’t be impossible for the dollar 
to stage a more immediate peak although proving it would 
only happen below wave [iv]’s low of 102.35. Awaiting a 
reversal-signature. 
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FIG 13   EUR VS. USD – DAILY - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The Euro/US$ traded down to 1.0350 
today, within touching distance of ultimate downside 
targets of 1.0235+/-. This week’s break below last week’s 
low of 1.0483 has ensured a finalising decline as wave [v] 
within minute wave 5’s impulse downtrend from 1.1185. 
Ideally, a SHORT-TERM rally begins this coming week 
followed by one additional but final lower-low would then 
complete a five wave impulse structure within wave [v]’s 
decline from 1.0642. But if wave [v] completed as a triangle 
at the lower level of 1.0593, then wave [v] could have ended 
already, at 1.0350. Either way, it’s close to completing the 
entire five wave downtrend of minor wave c. that began 
from the Jan.’21 high of 1.2350. A break above 1.0642 would 
confirm a new uptrend has begun. 
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FIG 14   STLG VS. USD – DAILY - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Stlg/US$ has traded down to 1.2157 
today, so close to ultimate downside targets of 1.2110+/-
. It’s entirely possible that intermediate wave (C)’s five 
wave impulse decline from 1.3299 has completed, from 
both a pattern perspective and fib-price-ratio perspective. 
Labelled in minor degree, i-ii-iii-iv-v, wave v. five’s decline 
from the previous week’s high of 1.2639 has unfolded by a 
fib. 61.8% corelative ratio of waves i-iii one-three at 1.2111+/- 
which is close enough to complete the entire downswing. 
No reversal-signature so far but it’s close – any immediate 
advance above Wednesday’s reaction high of 1.2401 would 
be the earliest signal of a reversal. 
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FIG 15   USD VS. CAD - DAILY - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The US$/CAD approached upside 
targets of 1.3126+/- trading earlier yesterday (Thursday) at 
1.3077 {see inset}. This is close enough to end intermediate 
wave (C)’s five wave impulse pattern from 1.2402 and 
primary wave ②’s entire zig zag pattern from the June ’21 
low of 1.2007. Today’s nudge away from the 1.3077 high has 
yet to do enough to qualify a reversal-signature although 
it is behaving as if it intends to continue more immediately 
lower this coming week – any break below minor wave 
iii. three’s high of 1.2881 would be the earliest signal that 
minor wave v. five’s advance from 1.2712 has completed at 
the 1.3077 high. Awaiting confirmation. 
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FIG 16   AUD VS. USD - DAILY - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The AUD/US$ has finally done the 
minimum in completing minor wave c.’s five wave impulse 
decline from the early-April high of 0.7662 into today’s low 
of 0.6828. It’s just short of idealised fib-price-ratio targets 
of 0.6774+/- although from a pattern perspective, wave c.’s 
five wave pattern has satisfactorily unfolded into a smaller 
degree five wave impulse where a fib. 161.8% extension ratio 
of its 1st wave projects a finalising 5th to 0.6852. A qualifying 
reversal-signature has yet to be triggered although any 
immediate upside progress over the next couple of trading 
days that breaks above Wednesday’s high of 0.7054 would 
confirm the low as in with a new uptrend underway.
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FIG 17   BITCOIN - DAILY - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Bitcoin’s break below the June ’21 low 
of 28824.36 was not the end of its longer-term uptrend but 
a capitulative exhaustion sell-off that ends the triple zig 
zag downswing that began from last November’s all-time-
high. In Wednesday’s report, we’d commented a break to 
lower lows was not an impossibility, and if the case, would 
head towards next support at 26054.00+/- which was the 
fib. 14.58% extension of minor wave a.’s low of 28824.36, 
converging with 26359.00+/- derived by extending the first 
zig zag to 42600.00 by a fib. 100% ratio. Thursday’s extended 
sell-off traded in close proximity, ending at 25364.14 with 
today’s sharp reversal-upswing confirming the end of the 
triple zig zag for minor wave c. The larger triangle of wave 
(4) has therefore two price-swings, minor waves b. and 
now wave c. extending beyond wave a.’s initial trading-
range. Elliott Wave tutorials often suggest this is a sign 
that an expanding-triangle is unfolding, where waves d. 
and e. will also extend beyond the price highs/lows – but 
in out experience, it’s more common to see waves d. and e. 
complete inside the existing range. Minor wave d.’s upside 
target is approx. 55500.00+/-. 
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FIG 18   US 10YR YIELD -  120 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The US10yr yield has slipped lower, 
away from this month’s peak of 3.203 following last week’s 
Federal Reserve rate hike and this week’s latest headline CPI 
inflation data that came through at another elevated level 
of 8.3% per cent. That may seem surprising as background 
confirmation that the Fed is actively hiking rates with 
inflation expectations still rising would ordinarily translate 
into higher yields not lower. So why are yields declining? 
Markets are forward looking and they’re trading as if most 
of the rate rise is already priced-in. Furthermore, persistent 
inflation and interest rate trends are causing fears of 
a U.S. recession, attracting safe-haven bond buying as 
stock markets adjust to the downside. But stocks have just 
bottomed, at least for now, and have begun a 10-12% per cent 
rally. Could that send the US10yr yield higher? Probably 
not, at least from an EW perspective. March’s advance from 
1.680 is the finalising sequence of the diagonal’s uptrend 
that began from the pandemic low – labelled intermediate 
wave (5), it’s unfolded into a five wave expanding-impulse 
pattern with a rare 1st wave extension – the 5th wave looks 
completed from a proportion perspective at the 3.203 high. 
The only way it could squeeze out a modest higher high 
would be to break above the secondary high of 3.078. 
However, any immediate break below this week’s low of 
2.818 would otherwise confirm downside acceleration that 
continues the beginning of cycle wave B’s correction. 
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FIG 19   DE 10YR YIELD -  60 MINS. - COUNT #1

dE 10yr yiEld -  60 MINS. - COUNT #1
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EW-ANALYSIS – There’s strong evidence that suggests 
March’s five wave impulse uptrend labelled minute wave 
5 ended into this month’s high of 1.188. This advance 
is labelled [i]-[ii]-[iii]-[iv]-[v] where its 1st wave was the 
‘extended’ wave sequence, quite rare. Basis fib-price-ratios, 
the 5th wave is proportionally correct, unfolding shorter 
than the 3rd wave to ensure the 3rd wave isn’t the shortest 
impulse sequence. The only snag was that the 5th wave 
didn’t unfold into a clearly visible five wave subdivision, 
but otherwise, everything looks fine in completing minute 
wave 5’s uptrend. So far, the decline away from the 1.188 
high hasn’t yet confirmed a valid reversal signature by 
declining into a five wave impulse that breaks below the 
preceding 4th wave low of 0.765 – so far, only three waves 
are visible into this week’s low of 0.834. We believe this is 
simply a fractal 1-2-1 sequence, the precursor to a 3rd-of-
3rd wave accelerative decline that will confirm the top is 
in. But any immediate break above the secondary high of 
1.092 would otherwise confirm a modest higher-high. 
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FIG 20   GOLD - DAILY - COUNT #1

GOLD - DAILY - COUNT #1

SpEciAl incluSion SilvEr & Gold 

EW-ANALYSIS – (spot bullion) During the recent stock 
market sell-off that began from the late-March highs, gold 
also traded lower in positive-sync against the backdrop 
of rising interest rates and a higher dollar. Interestingly, 
it hasn’t attracted inflation-hedged buying as would have 
been expected if events from the 1970’s were repeating. 
Declines from the March high of 2070.29 were originally 
expected to begin declines to 1595.00+/- but recent events 
have somewhat changed that outlook – the main reason is 
silver which is now trading into corresponding downside 
targets that finish its entire corrective decline that began 
from the Aug.’20 high. Silver’s underperformance and its 
low at current levels corresponds to higher alternate count 
downside targets for gold, towards min. 1825.50+/-, max. 
1787.00+/- as intermediate wave (2) within its uptrend that 
began wave (1) of primary wave ⑤ from December’s low 
of 1755.74. The 1825.50+/- target was derived by extending 
minor wave a.’s initial decline within wave (2)’s zig zag by 
a fib. 38.2% ratio – its broken that slightly – next targets are 
towards the fib. 61.8% extension level at 1787.00+/-. It’s really 
critical for gold to hold around this level in confirming 
wave (2)’s completion. Any further declines that break 
below 1755.74 will necessitate the re-adoption of original 
counts targeting 1595.00+/-. 
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FIG 21   SILVER - DAILY - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – (spot bullion) Silver had an exploratory 
look around the min. downside target of 20.60+/- trading 
slightly below earlier today to 20.44 before turning higher 
late-session to close at 21.14. This is excellent price-rejection 
from a pre-determined fib-price-ratio target, the first step 
in confirming the end of the 5th wave within intermediate 
wave (C)’s diagonal pattern that began from the Feb.’21 high 
of 30.09 and the entire (A)-(B)-(C) expanding flat pattern of 
primary wave ④ from the Aug.’20 high of 29.89. Ideally, 
more immediate upside progress unfolds this coming 
week – nonetheless, the omens look good, look bullish. 
Await more price development before confirming a new 
uptrend has begun primary wave ⑤. 
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FIG 22  CRUDE OIL – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Today’s update raises upside targets 
from 114.40+/- to max. 126.90+/-. This may be necessary 
given stock markets reaching important lows Thursday, 
beginning counter-trend rallies of around 10-11% per cent 
whilst Crude oil maintains its positive-sync. The highest 
price level possible is towards 126.90+/- but this means 
changing intermediate wave (2)’s counter-trend upswing 
from March’s low of 95.53 into an a-b-c expanding flat 
pattern. Minor wave a.’s price-range between 93.53 to 116.64 
is extended by a max. 38.2% ratio to project a top for wave 
c. at 126.90+/-. Minor wave c.’s advance must ultimately 
unfold into a five wave impulse pattern – labelled in minute 
degree, 1-2-3-4-5, wave 2 completed a running flat into last 
Wednesday’s low of 98.20 with wave 3’s upside acceleration 
underway. We’ve examined various, more bullish alternate 
counts but they all seem less likely right now. 
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